SEPTA CCT Paratransit Fare Increase

Effective July 1, 2017

- **ADA (One Way Trip)**
  - Cash - $4.25
  - Tokens - 2 Tokens + $0.25.
  - Tokens - 1 Token plus $2.25 in cash. This is a new fare created as part of the revised ADA tariff.
  - Zone 2 TrailPass - Its use as a paratransit fare instrument remains unchanged. It can be used in lieu of the base cash or cash/token fare combination.
  - Surcharges for distance and/or intercounty boundary crossings remain unchanged ($1.00 each).

- **SRP (One Way Trip)**
  - Cash - Individual Trips -- $4.25
  - Cash - Group trips -- $3.90
    (3 or more patrons traveling from same point of origin to same destination)
  - Cash - Escorts traveling with individual -- $4.25
  - Cash - Escorts traveling with a group of three or more -- $3.90
  - Cash - General Public – Individual -- $28.33
  - Cash - General Public – Group -- $26.00